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ABSTRACT 
We consider the subgroup G(n) of the compact unitary group U(n) generated by 
reflections. By a reflection we mean an element R of U(n) such that R 2 = Z and - 1 is 
a simple eigenvalue of R. It is easy to describe the relations between reflections of 
the form R r R 2 = R s R 4. One of our main results is that these relations together with 
R2= Z are the defining relations of G(n). Other results characterize the set of all 
shortest sequences R r, R2,. . . , R, of reflections whose product is a fixed element of 
G(n). 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let U(n) be the group of complex n by n unitary matrices. We say that 
R E U(n) is a reflection if it is conjugate to the diagonal matrix 
diag( - 1, 1,. #. ,1). 
One of our main results (Theorem C) is that every relation between 
reflections in U(n) is a consequence of relations of length 2 or 4. The 
relations between quasireflections in arbitrary unitary groups have been 
studied by M. Gotzky [5]; see also the references given in [4]. 
Theorem C is in fact a consequence of Theorem B. There is a natural 
bijection between the points of the complex projective space P(C”) and the 
reflections in U(n). We denote by Rx the reflection which corresponds to 
the point XEP(C”). We define an equivalence relation - in the set of all 
finite sequences of points of P(V), ( see Sec. 1 for definition). It has the 
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property that if (Pi,. . . , Pm)-(Q1,. . . , Q,,,) then 
is valid and can be deduced from relations of length 2 or 4. If P is a sequence 
such that P-Q = (Qr, . . . , Q,,,) implies that Qi, . . . , Qm are distinct, then we 
say that P is reduced. To each reduced sequence P we associate a subset St, 
of P(C”). The set a, consists of all points which occur in sequences Q which 
are equivalent to P. The main part of Theorem B is the determination of the 
sets Q2, for reduced sequences P. We also show that P= (PI,. . ., P,) is 
reduced iff the matrix 
A,=R,; . . R, m 
cannot be written as a product of less than m reflections. In view of 
Theorem A, which is proved in [l], it follows that if P= (PI,. , ., P,) is 
reduced, then m < 2 n - 1. 
If H is a hermitian matrix, we denote by IH the subset of P(C”) given by 
the equation x*Hx= 0. If neither H > 0 nor H < 0, we say that I’, is a 
hermitian hyperquadric in P(C”). The proof of Theorem B is based on the 
fact that certain incidence structures are connected. One of these incidence 
structures, O,( H ), consists of points of I?,, and its blocks are the geodesics of 
P(C”) which lie entirely in IH. Theorem 3.6 gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for O,(H) to be connected. 
In the last section we show that every element of the projective unitary 
group PU( n) is a product of n reflections. A reflection in PU( n) is an 
element whose inverse image in U(n) contains a reflection. 
If P=(P1,..., P,,) is an independent sequence, then fir=IYH. where 
H=i(Ar+l)(Ar-1)-i and A,=Rpl*.* R,. We remark that if H is a 
hermitian n by n matrix, then there exists an independent sequence P= 
(Pp..., P,,) such that tir=IY, iff there exists a nonzero real number t such 
that 
5 arctan( x,t) =0 
k=l 
where h i, . . . , h n are the eigenvalues of H. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF MAIN RESULTS 
The real field we denote by R, and the complex field by C. We shall 
write R* = R\(O) and C* = C\ (0). By C” we denote the n-dimensional 
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complex vector space consisting of column vectors with n complex coordi- 
nates. If A is a complex matrix, then we denote by A* the conjugate-transpose 
of A. The vector space C” is equipped with the standard positive definite 
hermitian inner product x * y (x, y EC ” ). The norm of a vector x E C” is the 
real number 1x1 (>O) defined by (x/‘=x*x. An n by n complex matrix A 
will be identified with the linear operator C”+C” sending x to Ax. We also 
agree to consider scalars (Y EC as linear operators in C “, (Y = (Y. 1, where 1 is 
the identity operator. 
The unitary group U(n) is defined by 
If V is a subspace of C”, then the unitary group U(V) of V is the group of all 
automorphisms A:V+V such that (Ax)*(Ay)=x*y for all x,yEV. If 
dimV=m, then U(V)rU(m). We shall view U(V) as the subgroup of U(n) 
consisting of all elements A such that Ax=% for x I V. 
For AEU(n) let E,=Ker(A-1) and W,=Im(A-l)=(A-1)C”. Thus 
EA is the ( + I)-eigenspace of A and we have an orthogonal direct decomposi- 
tion C” = EA Cl3 W,. The restriction of A - 1 to E, is zero, and its restriction 
to W, is invertible. If A, BE U( n), then we have WAsc W, + Wa because 
(AB-l)C”c(A-l)BC”+(B-1)C”. 
If B=A-i~U(n), then E,=E, and consequently W,= W,. 
An element R E U( n) is called a reflection if R2= 1 and dimW, = 1. In 
that case E, is a hyperplane and W, is the ( - l)-eigenspace of R. By G(n) 
we denote the subgroup of U(n) generated by all reflections. Then 
G(n)={AEU(n)(detA= kl}. 
The special unitary group 
SU(n)={AEU(n)ldetA=l} 
is the identity component of G(n), and G(n) has precisely two connected 
components. If V is a subspace of C” we put 
G(V)=G(n)nU(V), SU(V)=SU(n)nU(V). 
For A E U( n ) there exists a unique sequence (a 1,. . . , a, ) of real numbers 
such that O<cu,<cu,< ... <~cu,<27r and A is conjugate in U(n) to the 
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diagonal matrix 
Wesaythat (or,..., a,) is the,sequence of angles of A. Next we define k(A) 
bY 
Lyl+ *. . +cu,=k(A).m. 
It is clear that k(A) is an integer iff A E G(n). It is easy to verify that 
k(A)+k(A-‘)=2dimW, (I4 
holds for all AEU(n). 
The length Z(A) f o an element A E G( n) is the smallest integer m ( > 0) 
such that A can be written as a product of m reflections. The following 
theorem was proved in [l]. 
THEOREM A. For AEG(n) we have 
Z(A)=max(k(A), k(A-I)). 
For A E U(n) let HA : W,+ W, be the operator defined by 
H,=i$&$ ( i = the imaginary unit), 0.2) 
where on the right hand side A stands for the restriction of A to W,. The 
operator HA is hermitian, since 
A*+1 
HZ=-‘A*_I 
A-‘+ 1 A+1 =H ‘- = _i----- =i_ 
A-‘-l A-l *’ 
It follows from (1.2) that the restriction of A to WA is given by 
H,+i 
A=- 
HA-i ’ (1.3) 
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Note that HA -i is invertible because HA is hermitian and so its eigenvalues 
are all real. 
It follows that every AEU(n) is uniquely determined by the pair 
( W,, HA). Moreover, if W is a subspace of C” and H: W+ W a hermitian 
operator, then there exists an A EU( n) such that W, = W and HA = H. 
If V is a real or complex subspace of C”, we shall denote by X, the unit 
sphere of V, i.e. 
z,= {aEV~a*a=l}. 
If V=C” we shall write Z, instead of Z,. 
We shall denote by P(C”) the complex projective space associated to C” 
and by p:C”\{O}-+P(C”) th e canonical map. If a E Z, and p(u) = P, then 
p-‘(P)nZ, ={eieu(f?ER}. For uEZ, the matrix R, =l-2aa* is a reflec- 
tion in U(n). Conversely, every reflection in U(n) is of this form. The 
equality R, =R, (a, FEZ,) holds iff p(u)=p(b). It follows that we have a 
natural bijection between the set of reflections in U(n) and the set of points 
in P(C”). If PE P(C”), we shall denote by R, the corresponding reflection in 
U(n). Thus if P=p(u) (uEZ,), then R,=R,. 
A real subspace V of C n is said to be R-pure if x * y E R for all r , y E V. If 
V is R-pure, then the canonical map C@aV-+C” is injective; see [2, Lemma 
3].WedefineageodesicginP(C”)tobesetoftheformg=p(Z,)=p(V\{O}) 
where V is a 2-dimensional R-pure subspace of C”. Of course, when we 
mention the dimension of an R-pure subspace we mean its dimension as a 
real vector space. By abuse of notation we shall write p(V) instead of 
P(v\{O))* 
Let P, QEP(C”) and P#Q. We can write P=p(u) and Q=p(b), where 
a, b E Z,. Since P# Q, the vectors a and b are linearly independent. By 
replacing b with h b (X E C*) we can ensure that u*bER. Then V=Ru+Rb 
is an R-pure subspace of dimension two and the geodesic g = p( V) contains P 
and Q. If a* b # 0, then g is the unique geodesic with this property, and it is 
obvious that g is contained in the complex projective line 1 joining P and Q. 
On the other hand, if a* b = 0, then for every A EC* the subspace V, = Ru + 
Rh b is R-pure and g h = p( V,, ) is a geodesic containing P and Q. Moreover, 
every geodesic containing P and Q must be one of these g,‘s, and their union 
is 1. In this case (when u*b=O) we say that the points P and Q are untipodd 
to each other. 
If V is an R-pure subspace of C” , we shall denote by 0( V ) the subgroup 
of U( n ) consisting of all matrices A such that AV= V and Ax = x for all 
xEVl, where 
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If dimV=m, then 0( V)-O(m), w h ere O(m) denotes the group of all m by 
m real orthogonal matrices. We also define SO(V) = 0( V) n SU( n). 
The standard action of U(n) on C” induces an action of U(n) on P(C”). 
Since U(n) is transitive on the set of 24mensional R-pure subspaces of C”, 
it is also transitive on the set of all geodesics of P(C”). 
If V is an R-pure subspace of C” and dimV= 2, then the action of SO(V) 
on V induces an action of SO(V) on the geodesic g = p( V). This action on g 
is not faithful; the kernel is the unique subgroup of SO(V) of order 2. The 
transformations of g induced by SO(V) will be called rotations of g. 
Two sequences (Pi,..., P,) and (Q1,...,Qm) of points of P(C”) are said 
to be linked if there exist a geodesic g, a rotation p of g, and an index r 
(l<r<m-1) such that P,=Q, if i#r,r+l; P,,P,+,,Q,,Q,+,E~; and 
p(Pi)=Qi for i=r, r+l. 
Two sequences P=(Pl,..., P,) and Q=(Q1,...,Qm) of points in P(C”) 
are said to be equiuuk-nt (P-Q) if there exist point sequences PC’), 0 < r < s, 
such that P(‘) and Pcr+l) are linked for 0 < r<s and Pco)=P, PCs)= Q. 
It is obvious from these definitions that if P, Q, P’, Q’ are point se- 
quences such that P-P’ and Q-Q’, then (P, Q)-( P’, Q’). This remark will 
be used often without explicit reference. 
A sequence P=(P1,..., P,) is called reduced if P-(Q1,. . . , Q,) implies 
that Q1,...,Q,,, are distinct. If m = 0 or 1, then P is always reduced. If m = 2, 
then P is reduced iff P, #P,. 
For any reduced sequence P= (P,, . . . , P,,,) in P(C”), we define !J2, to be 
the subset of P(C”) consisting of all points X for which there exists a 
sequence (Qi , . . . , Q,,,)-P with Qi= X. Clearly fir=@ if m=O, and 52,= 
{PI} if m=l because (PI)-(Q,) iff P,=Q,. 
Let H be a hermitian operator in a subspace V of C”. Then we define 
r,= {p(x)l~E2~, x*Hx=O}, 
r&= {p(x)lxE&, &x*Hx>O}, 
where E= 2. 
Each of these sets is a closed connected subset of P(V). It is clear that 
l?~nI~=I,andl?‘,+uI’;=P(V). 
If eH>O (~=f), i.e., &x*Hx>O for all XEV, then Ti=P(V) and 
r;‘=r,=P(W), where W=Ker(H). If neither H>O nor H<O, then we 
say that I?, is a hennitian hyperquadric of P(V), and it is clear that in this 
case F, is the boundary of Ii (E = + ) in P(V). 
If P=(P,,..., P,) is a sequence in P(C”), then we define A,EG(n) by 
A,=R,; . . R, . m 
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When A=A, we shall write H,=H,, W,= W,, and E,=E,. When H=H, 
we shall write I, = I’, , and Ii = I& (E = + ). By A r we denote the complex 
projective subspace of P(C”) spanned by the points Pi,. . . , P, of the 
sequence P. We say that a sequence P= (P,, . . . , P,) is i-t if the 
complex dimension of A r is m - 1. 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. Let P= (PI,. . . , P,,,) and Q= (Q1,. . . ,Q,,,) be reduced se- 
quences in P(C”), and bt A=A,. Then we have 
(i) Z(A)=m (andso m<2n-1); 
(ii) &,=I&k(A)=k(A-l), 
=I; +[k(A)-k(A-‘)]<O; 
(iii) P-Q w A,=Ao; 
where E= +. 
Now let P= (P,, Pz) and Q = (Qi, Qz) be point sequences of length two. 
It is easy to see that if P-Q, then in fact P and Q are linked. In that case 
there exist a geodesic g=p( V) and a rotation p of g such that pi, Qi Eg and 
,$Pi)=Qi (i=1,2). Ch oose a,EZ, such that p(a,)=P, (i=l,2). Let AE 
SO(V) be the rotation of V which induces the rotation p on g. Put b,=Aai 
(i = 1,2). Then we have p( bi ) = Qi (i = 1,2). From elementary plane euclidean 
geometry we know that R,,ROp =R,,Rb2. Thus it follows that A,=AQ. We 
have shown that if (P1, P2)-(Q1, Qz), then R,IR,2=RQ1RQp. 
As a consequence of Theorem B we shall derive the following result. 
THEOREM C. Evey relation between reflections in U(n) is deducible 
from the relations 
(i) R;= 1, PEP(C”), and 
(ii) RP,RP~=R~,R~~~ where (PI, f’2k-(Q17 9~). 
2. REDUCED POINT-SEQUENCES 
LEMMA 2.1. Let P=(Pl ,..., P,,, ) be a sequence of points in P(C” ) and 
i,,...,ikasequenceofindicessuchthat1=Gi,<i2<... <i,<m.Thenthere 
exist points Q1 ,..., Q,,_k such that P-(Pi ,,.. ., Pi,, Q1 ,,.., Q,,_k). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for each r (1 < r < m) there exist points 
Q 1,“‘, Qr such that P-( P,+l,. . . , P,, Q1,. . . , Q,). Clearly it suffices to prove 
this claim only for T= 1. Thus we have to show that there exists a point Qi 
such that P-(P,,..., P,,,, Q1). Next, we see that it suffices to prove the last 
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claim in the case m = 2. In that case let g be a geodesic containing P, and Pa, 
and let p be the rotation of g such that p(Pr)=Ps. Then if Qi=p(Ps) we 
have (I’r, p&o,, Q1). w 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that every subsequence of a reduced se- 
quence is also reduced. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Q be a subsequence of a reduced sequence P= 
(PI,..., P,,,). Then O,C~,, and, in particular, each PkEQ,,. 
Proof. If P-R then fir= 8,. Using this and Lemma 2.1, we may 
assume that Q=(P,,..., P,) for some r ( < m). In that case a2QC0, follows 
directly from the definition of the sets a2,. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P’ and P v be finite sequences of points in P(C”), and 
assume that the sequence P=(P’,P”) is reduced. Zf XEG2,, and YEG2,,,, 
then ~~X,Y,C%’ 
Proof. We have P’- Q’=(X ,...) and P”-Q”=(Y ,... ). Then P-Q= 
(Q’, Q “). Since P is reduced, we must have X# Y. By Lemma 2.2 we have 
Q-(X,Y ,... )=R. Hence fi~x,r,~~~=Oo=~~. n 
LEMMA 2.4. Let P= (PI,. . . , P,,, ) be a reduced sequence. Then P-Q 
implies that AP= AQ. In particular, tiPcAP. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if P and Q are linked, then A,= A,. 
Because of symmetry, it suffices to show that AQc A,. Since P and Q are 
linked, there exist an index r (1 < r < m) and a geodesic g such that Pk = Qk 
for k#r, r+l and P,, QkEg for k=r, r+l. Since P is reduced, we have 
P, # P,+ 1 and so g c Ar . This completes the proof. n 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf P=(P, ,..., Pm)-(Ql ,..., Q,,,)=Q then A,=AQ. 
Proof. It suffices to prove this when P and Q are linked. From the 
definition of linked sequences and the operators A,, it is obvious that it 
suffices to consider the case m = 2. In this case the assertion was proved in 
the discussion preceding Theorem C in Sec. 1. 
THEOREM~.~. LetP=(P, ,..., P,) be a sequence in P(V). Zf I( AP) =m, 
then P is reduced. 
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Proof. Assume that P is not reduced. Then by Lemma 2.1 there exists a 
sequence Q=(Qi,..., Qm) such that P-Q and Qi = Qs. By Lemma 2.5 we 
have A,= Ao. Since Qi = Qz, we have 
and so Z(A,)=Z(Ao) <m- 2. This is a contradiction, since Z( Ar) = m. H 
This theorem enables us to construct reduced sequences. Indeed, if 
A=R,; . * R,_ and Z(A)=m, then the sequence (~(a~),.. ., &a,)) is re- 
duced. In particular, for each m < 2n - 1 there exists a reduced sequence of 
length m. 
3. SOME INCIDENCE STRUCTURES 
In this section H will denote an n by n hermitian matrix (n > 2) whose 
eigenvalues hi, . . . , X n satisfy 
h,<X,< .f’ <A,. (3.1) 
Recall that I, consists of all points P=p(x) E P(C”) such that x*Hx=O. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P and Q be distinct points of I’,, and let a, b E Z, be 
such that p(a) = P and p(b) = Q. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Re[(a*Hb)(b*a)]=O; 
(ii) there exists a geodesic g such that {P, Q} c g c r,. 
Proof. (i)+(ii): If b*a#O, we can take g=p(V), where Vis the R-pure 
subspace Ra+R(b*a)b. If a*Hb#O, we can take g=p(W), where Wis the 
R-pure subspace R(a*Hb)a+Rib. If a*Hb=b*a=O, then every geodesic 
through P and Q lies in I’,. 
(ii)+(i): We may assume that b*a#O. Let p=g(V) where V is a 
2-dimensional R-pure subspace of C”. Since {P, Q} cg, there exist (Y, j3 E C* 
such that {au,/3b}cV. Since gcIH, we have (~a+~b)*H(cxa+/3b)=O. 
Since a * Ha = b* Hb = 0, we obtain $3a * Hb + &b* Ha = 0. Since V is R-pure, 
we have $%z*b E R* and consequently (i) holds. H 
LEMMA 3.2. If h, < 0, A, > 0, and n > 3, we have 
(i) Zf PE r; \r,, there exists QE r, such that the complex projective line 
1 joining P and Q lies in r;. 
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(ii) If P,QErH, there exist complex projective lines 1, m such that 
PEZcr,, QEmcr,, and Znm#0. 
Proof. Let f be the hermitian form defined by f( X, y ) = x*Hy. 
(i): Let P=p( ) d a an so a*Hu < 0. Let W be the f-orthogonal complement 
of C a. Since X a & 0, there exists a nonzero vector b E W such that b*Hb = 0 
(by Sylvester’s theorem of inertia applied to f ). Then we can take Q=p( b). 
(ii): It is clear that we may assume that PZQ. Let P=p(a), Q=p(b), 
and so a*Ha=b*Hb=O. If u*Hb=O then we can take l=m to be the 
complex projective line joining P and Q. If u*Hb#O, then V= Cu+ C b is an 
f-hyperbolic plane. Let W be the f-orthogonal complement of V. Since 
A, < 0 it follows from Sylvester’s theorem that there exists a nonzero vector 
c E W such that c*Hc = 0. Then we can take I [m] to be the complex 
projective line joiningPtop(c) [Q to p(c)]. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n>3, X,>O, and kt a, bEZ, be such thutp(u)=PE 
I’,, p(b)=QEr,, P+Q, ad 
Re[ (a*Hb)(b*u)] 20. (3.2) 
Then there exist geodesics g, and g, such that PEglcT,, QEg,cTH, and 
g1ngz#0. 
Proof. If equality holds in (3.2), then our assertion follows from Lemma 
3.1. Thus we may assume that the inequality is strict. By replacing a with 
eiea we can achieve that b*a=o>O. Then (3.2) gives u*Hb=T,,+iT,=T 
with -ro> 0 and ri ER. In view of Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show that the 
system of equations 
Re[(u*Hx)(x*u)] =Re[ (b*Hx)(x*b)] =x*Hx=O 
has a nonzero solution x E C”. 
Letfbethehermitianformdefinedbyf(x,y)=x*Hy.ThenV=Ca+Cb 
is a hyperbolic plane for f. Let W be the f-orthogonal complement of V. 
Since X 2 > 0, it follows that f ( x, x)>O for all nonzero xEW. 
Now let xEVand write x=cya+/3b+y, where a,pEC and YEW. The 
above system of equations takes the form 
2~701(Y12+(777a+7~)+(7(Yp+7(yp)=o, 
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where t=y*a, q=y*b, and p=y*Hy>O. The first two equations of this 
system can be replaced by the following two: 
(3.3) 
Since u > 0, +ra > 0, and p > 0, each of these equations represents a circle for 
fixed y. For instance, we have (Y = (~a + re i*, where 
71) 
a0=-2a7,9 r= $-((7912+2rJP9)i’2 
0 
and 8 E R is arbitrary. If y Z 0, the origin lies in the interior of this circle. Let, 
saya IvIa 151. W e c h oose a satisfying (3.3) such that ( aJ = 1 a0 ( + r. Then using 
O<ro < 1~1 and O<a< 1 it is easy to check that if p satisfies (3.4) then 
I roLp I > p/2. Hence the third equation can be also satisfied at the same time 
as (3.3) and (3.4). n 
LEMMA 3.4. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a point P E r, such that P E g =+ g <I’, fm all geodmics g. 
(ii) Eitherh,<O<X2andX,+A,>OorX,_,<O<h,andA,+A~<0. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): It f 11 0 ows from Lemma 3.2(ii) that either X2 > 0 or 
X,_ r <O. The latter reduces to the former if we replace H by -H. 
Therefore we shall consider only the case h 2 > 0. Since I, is not empty, we 
must have X, 6 0. 
Assume that hi + X n < 0. This implies that X r < 0. Without loss of general- 
ity we may assume that H=diag(A,,..., X,). Let a=(ak)EX,, be such that 
p(a)=P. Since a*Hu=O, we have a,#O. Define b=(Pk) by pi= -oi, and 
Pk=a, (2<k<n). Then a*H(a-b)=2A,la,12<0, and so u*Hb>a*Hu= 
0. Since X,<O, X,+X,<0 (2<k<n), and a*Ha=O, we have 
Now Lemma 3.3 contradicts (i), since Re[(a*Hb)(a*b)] =(a*Hb)(a*b) > 0. 
Hence we must have hi + h n > 0. 
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(ii)+(i): It suffices to consider the case h 1 < 0 <A, and A, +A, > 0. We 
may assume that H=diag(h,,..., A,). Let ~=(a~), where cxl=K, 
a =~,andak=Ofor2<kkn-l.ThenthepointP=p(a)isinI’H, 
aid we claim that it has the property mentioned in (i). For this it suffices to 
show that if Q=p(b) is antipodal to P, then Q @ I,. Since a *b = 0, we may 
assume that pi= --a, and /3,= -(Ye. Then 
n-l 
b*Hb=h,a:+h,a;+ 2 hkI&12>o 
k=Z. 
because A,>0 for k>2 and Ai(~~+h,(r~=A~-A~>0. Thus Q@I,, and the 
proof is finished. n 
LEMMA 3.5. Let A,<O<h, and h,+A,=O. Denote by V the sum of 
eigenspaces of H for eigenvalues A 1 and An. Then P(V) n r, is not empty, 
and for P E P( V ) n I?, the following holds: 
(i) There exists a unique Q E I?; antipodal to P. 
(ii) There exists a unique geodesic g, such that P E g, c I?; . 
(iii) We have gpcP(V)nr,. 
Proof. Let V- (V’) be th e ei ens ‘g p ace of H for the eigenvalue A, (A,). 
Then dimV-=l, V=V-@V+. Let eGZ,nV-. Let W be the sum of the 
other eigenspaces of H. Since H is hermitian, the subspaces V-, V+, and W 
are pairwise orthogonal. If xEZ,nV+ then p(e+x)Er,nP(V). 
(i): We can write P=p(a), where a=e+c, cEV+. Then Q=p(e-c) is 
in I, and Q is antipodal to P. Now let S EI~ be antipodal to P. Since 
h,<O<h,,wemayassumethat S=p(b),whereb=e+x+y,xEW, yEV+. 
Since a*Ha=O, we have c*c=l, i.e., CEZ,,. Since b*Hb<O, we have 
x*Hx+X,y*y<X,. Since P and S are antipodal, we have a*b=O, i.e., 
c* y = - 1. Since x * Hx > 0, we have y * y < 1. By the Cauchy-Schwarz in- 
equality we have now 
It follows that y*y = 1, and consequently x*Hx=O. Since the restriction of H 
to W is positive definite, this implies that x = 0. From c, y E Z, and c*y = - 1 
it follows that y= -c. Hence b=e+x+y=e-c and so S=p(b)=Q. 
(ii): Write again P=p(a), where a=e+c, ctz&,nV+. Let b=e-c, and 
let U be the R-pure subspace with basis a, ib. Then if g= p( U), we have 
PEgcT,. Now let g, be a geodesic such that PEglcTI;. The point 
Q=p(b)=p(ib) is th e unique point of ri antipodal to P. Hence we must 
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have Q E-g,. Let U, be an R-pure subspace such that p( U, ) = g i. We may 
assume that a~&. There exists yf~C* such that P~EU~. Then x=a+pb= 
(l+p)e+(l-p)c belongs to Vi, and so x*Hx=O. Thus we have ]l+p]‘= 
lI-iJ12, i.e., p+ ,G= 0. It follows that ib E Vi, and so we have U, = U and 
(iii): This is now obvious from the proof of (ii). 8 
Let 0, be the incidence structure consisting of points and geodesics of 
P(C”). A point P and a geodesic g are incident if PEg. By O,(H) [respec- 
tively O,(H, .s) (e= -+)I we denote the incidence substructure of 0, consist- 
ing of points and geodesics lying in I, [respectively IA]. Each incidence 
structure determines a graph whose vertices are the points and blocks of the 
incidence structure and whose edges are the incident point-block pairs. We 
say that an incidence structure is connected if its associated graph is 
connected. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let H be a hermitian n by n matrix (n > 2) whose 
eigenvalues X 1, . . . , A, satisfy (3.1). The incidence structure O,(H) is con- 
nected except in the following cases: 
(i) n=2, X,<O<A,, andX,+X,#O; 
(ii) h,<O<X,, A,+h,>O, andn>3; 
(iii) h,_,<O<A,, h,+h,<O, and n>3. 
Proof. If h, < 0 G h,_ 1 then O,(H) is connected by Lemma 3.2. Other- 
wise we have either X,>O or X,_,<O. Since @,(-H)=@,(H), we may 
assume that X2 > 0. If A, > 0 then r, either is empty or consists of a single 
point. Thus in that case O,(H) is connected, and we can assume from now 
on that A,<O<A,. 
If Xi + h, > 0, then O,(H) is disconnected by Lemma 3.4. If n =2 and 
A, + h, = 0, then I, is itself a geodesic and O,(H) is connected. Hence we 
may now assume that n > 2. If h r +X n = 0, then it follows from Lemma 3.5 
that O,(H) is disconnected. 
It remains to consider the case when X,<O<X,, h,+X,<O, and n>2. 
We have to show that in this case O,(H) is connected. For PET, let aP 
denote the set of points of the connected component of O,(H) containing P. 
We claim that @r is open in rH. For this it suffices to show that P is an 
interior point of @r. Without any loss of generality we may assume that 
H=diag(A,,..., A,). Let P=p(u), where a=(ak)~Zn, and let Q=p(b), 
b=(&), PI= --al> and Pk=ak (2<k<n). Since hi<0 and h,>O (2<k< 
n), we have 
a*Hb= --X&X,/~+ 5 h,+,12>0. 
k=2 
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SinceX1<0andA,+hk<O(2<k<n),itfollowsfroma*Hu=Othat 
Thus (a*Hb)( b*a) >0, and so there exists an open neighborhood N of a 
in Z, such that Re[(x*Hb)(b*r)]>O for xEN. Then p(N)nI, is an open 
neighborhood of P in I,. By Lemma 3.3 we have p(N) n l?,cQQ and 
Q E @r. It follows that @r = @Q and p(N) n I, c ar,. Hence @r is open in 
r H’ 
Since the complement of @r in r, is a union of sets @s, it follows that @r 
is also closed. Now the connectedness of I, implies that @r = I,, i.e., O,,(H) 
is connected. n 
THEOREM 3.7. Let H be an n by n herrnitian matrix (n > 2) whose 
eigenvulues h 1, . . . , A, satisfy (3.1). Then O,( H, - ) is connected except when 
x,<o<x,. 
Proof. If h 2 < 0, then O,( H, - ) is connected by Lemma 3.2. So let 
A 2 > 0. If X 1 > 0, then I; either is empty or consists of a single point, and so 
O,( H, - ) is connected. 
Thus we may assume from now on that X, < 0 <A,. Then there exists a 
point PElY; such that P@rH. 
Let g be a geodesic such that PEg and let g = p( V), where V is an 
R-pure subspace. Let P=p(u), aEV. Since u*Hu<O and A,<O<A,, there 
exists bE V such that b*Hb > 0. Hence g@i, and so O,(H, -) is discon- 
nected. n 
4. PROPERTIES OF k(A) AND W, 
It is clear that k(A) depends only on the conjugacy class of A in U(n). 
Thus k(AB)=k(BA) for A, BEU(n). It was shown in [l, Lemma 21 that if 
R, AEU(n) and R is a reflection, then k(RA)=k(A)+l. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf AEU(n), UEX,, and B=R,A, then 
E*p, * da)ErH, 
where H= HA. 
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Proof. It is clear that Es > EA M a E W,. Hence we may assume that 
EA =0, i.e., W, =C”. The condition E, #O is equivalent to + 1 being an 
eigenvalue of B. The characteristic polynomial of B is [l] 
f(t)=det(t-A).a*za. 
Since 1 is not an eigenvalue of A, the condition f( 1) = 0 is equivalent to 
a*Hu=O, i.e., p(a)EI,. n 
LEMMA 4.2. Let AEU(~), H=H,, PEP(C”), and B=R,A. Then 
(i) k(B)=k(A)-1 w PET;; 
(ii) k(B-l)=k(A-‘)-1 e PEG:. 
Proof. Since k(B-‘)=k(A-‘R,)=k(R,A-‘) and HA-‘= -HA, (ii) fol- 
lows from (i) after replacing A by A-‘. Hence it suffices to prove (i). 
Let a~& be such that p(u)= P. Let Vi be the sum of intersections of 
(Ca)’ with the eigenspaces of A. Then Vi and V, = Vi’ are A-invariant and 
a E V,. Let A, be the restriction of A to V,. All eigenvalues of A, are simple, 
no eigenvector of A, is orthogonal to a, and W, = W, n V.. The operator 
H, = HA, is the restriction of H to WA,. It follows *&at I&= l?; n P( V,). 
Therefore it suffices to prove (i) in the case when V,=C”. In other 
words, we may assume that all the eigenvalues of A are simple and no 
eigenvector of A is orthogonal to a. 
Let (ai,..., a,) be the sequence of angles of A and (pi,. . . , &) the 
corresponding sequence for B. It was shown in [l, Proof of Lemma 21 that 
we have either 
or 
0</3,<a,<&<**. <p,<cu,<27r. (4.2) 
Since k(B)=k(A)+l, it is clear that k(B)=k(A)-1 iff (4.2) holds. Note 
that (4.2) implies (Y i > 0, 1 is not an eigenvalue of A, and so W, =C”. On the 
other hand if W, ZC”, then cr i = 0 and (4.1) must hold. This shows that we 
may now assume that W, = C”. 
Let u,EZ, (lGk<n) be the eigenvectors of A such that Auk=efakuk. 
Then a,,..., a, is an orthonormal basis of C”, and ifu=&u,+... +tnun, 
then tk#O for all k. As shown in [l, Proof of Lemma 21. the angles pi,. . . , fin 
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are the roots of the equation 
n 
x I&12COt+a(Y)=o. 
k=l 
It is clear now that (4.2) holds iff 
Since 
this inequality is equivalent to a * Ha < 0, i.e. P E ri . 
LEMMA 4.3. Let AEG(n), H=H,, PEP(C”), and B=R,A. Then 
(i) ifk(A)=k(A-‘), we have 
Z(B)=Z(A)-1 w PET,; 
(ii) ifk(A)>k(A-‘), we have 
Z(B)=Z(A)-1 w PET;; 
(iii) ifk(A)<k(A-l), we have 
Z(B)=Z(A)-1 w PET& 
Proof. Since B=R,A, we have [l, Lemma 21 k(B)=k(A)+l and 
k(B-‘)=k(A-l)+l. Hence if k(A)>k(A-l) then by (1.1) k(A)>k(A-‘)+ 
2, and by Theorem A we have Z(B) = k(B). Similarly, if k(A) < k(A-‘) we 
have Z(B)= k(B -I). Now all assertions of Lemma 4.3 follow immediately 
from Lemma 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.4. LetA=R,-e-R,,,, where Rk=Rok, a,EZ, (l<k<m). 
Zf Z(A)=m, then W,=Ca,+ . . . +Ca,. 
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Proof. The subspace V=Ca, +. ** +Ca, is R,-invariant for all k. 
Moreover R, induces the identity map in the quotient space C”/V. Conse- 
quently V is A-invariant and A acts as identity on C”/V. Therefore W, C V. 
Let P,=p(a,) and P=(P,,..., P,,,). Since A, = A, P is reduced by Theo- 
rem 2.6 and Q2, cP(V) by Lemma 2.4. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5 we may 
assume that a i,...,a, (r<m) is a basis of V. 
For each k (l< k<m) let A,=R,. .. R,, H,=H,&, and W,= WA,. Since 
a,,...,~, are linearly independent, we have W,=Cu,+**. +Cu,=V, see 
[2, Lemma 21. 
Now assume that W, is a proper subspace of V. Then there exists an s 
(r<s<m) such that 
w,+1c, w,= ws_l= * * ’ = w,=v. 
By Lemma 4.1 this implies that P,+ I EI?~,. Then by Lemma 4.3 we have 
Z(A,+i)=Z(A,)--1. This is impossible because A=As+iRs+a... R, and 
Z(A)=m. 
Hence we must have W, = V. n 
LEMMA 4.5. Let P=(P,,..., P,,, ) be an independent sequence and A = 
A,. Then k(A)=k(A-‘)=Z(A)=m and A,=P(W,). 
Proof. We use induction on m. The assertions are trivial if m = 0, so let 
m>O. Let Q=(P,,...,P,_,) and B=Ap. By the induction hypothesis 
k(B)=k(B-‘)=Z(B)=m-1 and A,=P(W,). Since P,,,@AQ and I’;cA, 
(E= ?), Lemma 4.2 implies that k(A)=k(B)+l=m, and k(A-‘)=k(B-‘) 
+ 1 = m. Then I( A) = m follows from Theorem A. The assertion Ap= P( W,) 
now follows from Theorem 4.4. n 
LEMMA 4.6. Let P=(P,,. .., P,) be a sequence in P(C”), A=A,, and 
u.ssume that Z(A)=m. Then 
(i) 52, cp; if k(A) > k(A-I); 
(ii) Q2, cl?,' if k(A) Q k(A-‘); 
(iii) Q,cr, ifk(A)=k(A-‘). 
Proof. Note that (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). Furthermore (ii) follows 
from (i) by applying (i) to A-’ instead of A. It remains to prove (i). 
If Xl E Qr, there exist points X,, . . . , X, such that P-(X,, . . . , X,)=X. 
By Lemma 2.5 we have Ax =A and so Z(R,,A)=Z(A)-l=m-1. By 
Lemma 4.3 we have X, E I?,-, and so (i) is proved. n 
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5. SOME PROPERTIES OF r, AND r,Q 
LEMMA 5.1. LetAEU(n), W,=C”, uE&, B=R,A, anda~s~me that 
a*H,a#O. Then W,=C” and 
H =H _ m4-~)~*(K4+i) 
B A a*HAa 
Proof. The assertion W, = C n follows from Lemma 4.1. Writing H = HA 
we find that 
H,=is=I(R,A+l)(R,A-1)-l 
=i R”E+I)(R,g$y ( 
=i[(R,+l)H+i(R,-l)][(R,-l)H+i(R,+l)]-’ 
= [ H-aa*(H+i)][l+iuu*(H+i)]-l 
=[ H-uu*(H+i)][ l- -:!zi)] 
= H_ (H- lb*(H+i) 
a*Ha 
n 
LEMMA 5.2. LetAEU(n), W,=C”, aEL1,, B=R,A, andassume that 
a*H,a=O. Then E,=Ce, where e=(H,-i)a and x*HBx=x*HAx for all 
XE W,. 
Proof. We shall write H instead of HA. By (1.3) we have 
Be=R,A(H-i)u=R,(H+i)u 
=(H+i)a-2au*(H+i)a=(H-l)a=e. 
Since H* = H, we have eZ 0. Then E, = 0 implies that E, = Ce. 
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Now let XE W,, and so e*x=O. There is a unique y E W, such that 
x=(B-1)~. In fact 
y= &(H-i)x+he, 
where X is chosen so that e * y = 0. 
It follows that 
B+l 
~*H~x=ix*- B_I~=ix*(B+l)y 
=ix*(x+2y)=ix*(2he_iHx)=x*Hx. n 
LEMMA 5.3. LetAEU(n), W,=C”, H=H,, PEI’,, and B=R,A. Zfg 
is a geodesic such that PEg and gel?, (gcr;), then g meets rHB (rhB). 
Proof. Let V be an R-pure subspace with an orthonormal basis a, b 
such that p(V)=g and p(u)=P. Since gcrh and u*Hu=O, we have 
u*Hb=io with u real. By Lemma 5.2 E,=Ce, where e=(H-i)u. Clearly 
x=b-au is in V and also in W,, since e*x=O. Thus x*H,x=x*Hx by 
Lemma 5.2. 
If gcri then ex*H,x=ex*Hx>O, and hence p(x)EgcIAB. If in fact 
gcr,, then x*H,x=x*Hx=O and SO p(x)EgnrHB. n 
LEMMA 5.4. Let AEU(~), W,=C”, H=H,, PElJF,\T,, and B=R,A. 
Zf g is a geodesic such that PEg crf,, then g meets rHB. 
Proof. Let V be an R-pure subspace and a, b an orthonorrnal basis of V 
such that p(V)=g and p(u)=P. Since gcrh, the matrix 
b*Hu b+Hb 
is positive semidefinite. Hence using Per,, we have 
eu*Hu>O, eb*Hb > 0, 
and 
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By Lemma 5.1 we have 
ea*H,a= - & <Q, 
and 
&,*HBb= (a*Ha)(b*Hb)-ia*m12 >(, 
ea*Ha 
Since p(a)=P and p(b)=Q lie on g and PETIT, QE~;,, the assertion 
follows. n 
LEMMA 5.5. Let a 1 ,..., a,EZ, be a basis of C”, Rk=Rolr and A= 
R,. - . R,. Then 
H,,=i z (bsa:a,b~--b,a:a,b,*), 
r<.S 
where bl,..., b,, is the dual basis. 
Proof. Let 
K= 2 (b,a:a,b:-b,a:a,b,*). 
r<.S 
Since a: b,=O for k#s and azb,= 1, we have 
AK=R,... R,K 
= x [RI-.. R,_l(b,-2a,)a:a,b:-RI.. . R,_,(b,-2a,)+,b,*] 
V<S 
=K-2 2 (RI.++ R,_la,afa,b~-R,~~~ R,_la,a:asbT). 
T<S 
Since 2a,a: = 1 -R,, we have 
(A-l)K= c [ R,...R,_,(R,-l)a,b:+R,.OOR,_,(l-R,)a,b,*] 
T<S 
n-l 
= z (A-R,... R,)a,b:+ i (l-R,**.R,_,)a,b,*. 
r=l s=2 
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Using R,a,= -a,, we find that 
(A-l)K=(A+l) i a,b:=A+l. 
r=l 
Hence HA = iK as claimed. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We shall prove this theorem by induction on m. If m= 0 or 1, then all 
assertions are trivial. So let m > 1. Our induction hypothesis is that the 
assertions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem B are valid for reduced sequences of 
points of length < m. 
Proof of(i). Let P’=(P,,..., P,) and A’=A,,. By the induction hy- 
pothesis I( A’) = m- 1. Since A=R,,A’, we have either Z(A)=m-2 or 
Z(A)=m. Assume that Z(A)=m-2 and so A=A, for some sequence S= 
(S i,...,S,,,_s). Since A,,= R r, A = R r, A s , the induction hypothesis implies 
that P’-(PI, S), and so P, EQ~,. This is a contradiction because P is 
reduced. Thus we must have I( A) = m. n 
Proof of (ii). s ince Z(A) = m, Theorem 4.4 implies that P( W,) =Ar. 
Hence we may assume that W,=C” andA,=P(C”). Let ((~~,...,a”) be the 
sequence of angles of A. Let X 1,. . . , A, be the eigenvalues of H= HP 
arranged in increasing order. Then by (1.2) we have A k = cot: a ,,+ i _k 
(l<k<n). 
(1) Consider first the case when P is independent, and so m =n. We 
claim that the following statement holds: 
(*) If Xi E a, and g is a geodesic, then 
x,egcrp * gc8,. 
Let B = Rx I A. By Lemma 5.3, g meets IHB at a point Y,, say. By Lemma 
4.3 we have Z(B) = m - 1 and I( R,B) = m - 2. Hence there exists a sequence 
Y=(Y,,...,Ym) with Y,=X,, with Y, as above, and such that A,=A. Since 
Xi EQ~, there exists a sequence X=(X,, . . ., X,) such that X-P. By 
Lemma 2.5 we have A,=A. Now A,=A, and Xi= Yi imply that 
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By the induction hypothesis (X,, . . ., X,)-(Y,,. . . , Y,) and consequently 
Y-X-P. Hence ti2,=G2,. Since Y,,Y,Eg, we have gc!J,, and (*) is 
proved. 
By Lemma 4.5, k(A)=k(A-‘)=Z(A)=m=n. By Lemma 4.6 we have 
arcI,. Since O<cu,<cr,<~~~ <a,<277 and cu,+**. +a,=nr, the ma- 
trix H satisfies none of the conditions, (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem 3.6. Therefore 
the statement (*) and Theorem 3.6 imply that fir= I,. 
(2) Now let P be dependent, and so m > n > 2. Since I( A) =m, it follows 
from (1.2) and Theorem A that k(A)#k(A-‘). By replacing A with A-’ (if 
necessary) we may assume that k(A) > k( A- ’ ). We now claim that the 
following statement holds: 
(**) If Xi ear and g is a geodesic, then 
x,EgCr; =+ gc8,. 
Let B=RxIA. By Lemma 4.3 we have Z(B)=m-1. If X,EI~, then by 
Lemma 5.3, g meets ILB at a point Ya, say. By Lemma 4.3 we have 
Z(RypB)=m-2. On the other hand, if X,EI;\Ir, then by Lemma 5.4, g 
meets rHB at a point Y,, say. Since k(B) > k( B- ‘), Lemma 4.3 implies that 
again Z(RY2B)=m-2. 
Now we can finish the proof of (* *) in the same way as that of (*). 
By Lemma 4.6 we have Q2,cr;. Since O<(~,<aa<... <a,<2n, 
a,+*. * + a, = mr, and m > n, it follows that X, < 0. Therefore (**) and 
Theorem 3.7 imply that 52, = r,- . n 
Proof of (iii). The implication P-Q =+ A, = AQ has been proved 
(Lemma 2.5). 
Now assume that A,=AQ. Then Hp=HQ, rp=rQ, and r;=I; for 
E = + . By (ii) we have 9, = f$,. Hence there exists a sequence S = (S,, . . . , S,) 
such that S-Q and S, =P,. By Lemma 2.5 we have A, =A,. Hence if 
P’=(P, ,..., P,,,) and S’=(S, ,..., S,,,), then A,,=A,,. By the induction hy- 
pothesis we have P’- S’. This implies that P-S, and so P-Q. H 
This concludes the proof of Theorem B. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
Let us say that a relation between reflections in U(n) is strong if it can be 
deduced from relations of type (i) and (ii) mentioned in Theorem C. We 
have to show that every relation between reflections in U(n) is strong. 
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If the sequences P= (P,, . . . , I’,,,) and Q= (Qi,. . . , Qm) are linked, then 
we have 
fb/ * . Rpm=RQ;. . RQm P-1) 
and it is clearly a strong relation. 
Now let 
fbI-. _ -R, =l (7.2) 
be an arbitrary relation between reflections, and let P= (P,, . . . , P,,,). 
We shall prove by induction on m (m > 0) that (7.2) is a strong relation. 
This is trivial if m = 0. It follows from (7.2) that m is even, and so let m > 2. 
Since Z(A,)=Z(l)=O and m>O, it follows from Theorem B that P is not 
reduced. Hence there exists a sequence Q= (Qr, . . . , Q,,,) such that P-Q and 
Qi =Qs., Since P-Q, (7.1) IS a strong relation. Since Q1 = Qa, the relation 
RQ~'- m . Rg =RQ3.. . Rq m (7.3) 
is also strong. It follows from (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) that 
RQ~- . . ROm= 1. (7.4 
By the induction hypothesis the relation (7.4) is strong. Since (7.1), (7.3), and 
(7.4) are strong relations, the same is true for (7.2). 
8. PRODUCTS OF REFLECTIONS IN PSU(n) 
The center 2 of U(n) is the circle group consisting of all X EC with 
1 X I= 1. Since SU( n) . Z= U(n), there is a canonical isomorphism 
PSU(n)=SU(n)/[SU(n)nZ]+U(n)/Z=PU(fl). 
We shall identify PSU(n) and PU(n) via this isomorphism. 
Let +: U(n)-+PU(n) =PSU(n) be the canonical map. If REU(n) is a 
reflection, then we shall say that (p(R) is a reflection in PSU( n). 
THEOREM D. Every element of PSU(n) is a product of n reflections. 
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Proof. An arbitrary element of PSU(n) is of the form $J( A) where 
AESU(~). Let (al,..., a,) be the sequence of angles of A. Let m be an 
integer (0 < m < 2 n - I), and let t, be the number of indices s such that 
E! <a,< (m+l)77 
n n * 
Let w = exp( - 7ri/n). Then it is easy to verify that 
On the other hand, let k(A) be the average 
k(A)= $- 2~1k(d’A). 
m=O 
(8.1) 
@2) 
Fix s such that 1 < s < n, and let r be the integer such that 
Write & = CY, - m/n, and denote by 8, the contribution of C-Z, to k(A). Then 
we have 
2n-1 
= mzo (g+~)=2nPs+(2n-1)~. 
Thus 
Since 0 < & < 7r/n, it follows that 
n-i <k(A)<n+$. (8.3) 
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It follows from (8.1) that if k( w*+iA) <k(o”‘A), then necessariIy 
k(u “‘+‘A) = k( w”A)- 1. From this observation and (8.2) and (8.3) it follows 
that for some m we have k( @“‘A) =n. 
Now assume that no eigenvalue of A satisfies A’“= 1. Then k( @A) =n 
implies that Z(w”A) =n, and hence w”A is a product of n reflections. 
Consequently $J( A ) is a product of n reflections. 
The set of alI +(A) such that A has no eigenvalue satisfying AZ” = 1 is 
dense in PSU(n). Now we are done, since the set of ah elements of PSU( n) 
which can be written as products of n reflections is clearly closed. n 
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